
Markup Summary

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 7
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Contradicts the construction plans.  Requirement is
to tie the proposed sidewalk to the existing
sidewalk.  To do this the existing C&G will have to
be removed/replace.  Analysis will have to be
conducted to determine the appropriate C&G
configuration.

dsdlaforce (8)

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 10
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

State in the narrative on how this is conveyed.  Is it
via an existing or proposed channel? Unresolved.
Review 2:  Identify if it's existing or proposed
swale.

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 12
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

The number "1" was deleted.

Subject: Cloud+
Page Label: 23
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Delineate the spread of the 100yr runoff.
Unresolved.
Review 2:  Show this on both sides for the full
length along Grinnel Blvd.  Depending on extent,
additional drainage easements and/or
improvements may be required.  

Update the narrative for DP-K (pg 10) by
elaborating on the findings/recommendations
regarding this swale.  Per ECM Section 3.3.4 the
minimum freeboard shall be 0.5 foot.  Based on
the 100yr spread shown, the existing swale has
insufficient capacity.  Revise the design
accordingly and update the DP 42a channel
analysis accordingly.

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 76
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Review 2: The construction plans show a 1.2%
slope.  Revise to match.

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 79
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Review 2: This has been revised to a manhole
grate.  Update the inlet accordingly.  The Type D
grate has a greater opening than a manhole grate.

Subject: Callout
Page Label: 80
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Review 2: The construction plans show a 1%
slope.  Revise to match.

in D-2 (0.20 acres) is located at the eastern corner of the site, which drains to Escanaba Drive 
 is intercepted by an existing inlet. Flows from the basin are 0.4 cfs for the 5-year event and 
cfs for the 100-year event. 

in D-3 (0.35 acres) is the western portion of Escanaba Drive north of Dancing Moon Way. 
existing inlet in Escanaba Drive intercepts the street flow at DP-11. Runoff produced in this 
in is 1.6 cfs and 3.1 cfs for the 5 and 100-year storms. 

in D-3a (0.28 acres) is the western portion of Escanaba Drive south of Dancing Moon Way. 
existing inlet in Escanaba Drive intercepts the street flow at DP-32 per the Painted Sky Filing 
 1 FDR.  Part of the design for Painted Sky Filing No. 1 was a curb at the westerly end of 
nted Sky tall enough to insure the storm runoff was directed north to the existing Painted Sky 
ng No. 1 at DP 32.  Springs at Waterview construction will not change this storm routing in 
 the curb will be left in place as is; no modification to allow access to Escanaba Drive from 
Springs at Waterview lots is proposed. Runoff produced in this basin is 1.3 cfs and 2.4 cfs for 
5 and 100-year storms. 

in D-4 (0.11 acres) is south of Basin D-3a. Flow is conveyed to the south in Escanaba Drive 
DP-41.  This basin creates 0.5 cfs for the 5-year storm and 1.0 cfs for the 100-year storm. 

in D-5 (0.31 acres) is between Basins D-17 and D-4 and is located between Passing Sky 
ve and Escanaba Dr. Flows will continue towards the west as gutter flow in Bradley Road to 
-K. Flows from this basin are 0.8 cfs for the 5 year storm and 1.9 cfs for the 100 year storm. 

in D-6 (0.07 acres) is the west portion of Road A that releases into Bradley Road. Flows will 
conveyed to the west in Bradley Road to DP-K. This basin produces 0.3 cfs and 0.6 cfs for the 
nd 100 year storm events. 

Contradicts the construction plans.  Requirement is to tie the
proposed sidewalk to the existing sidewalk.  To do this the
existing C&G will have to be removed/replace.  Analysis will have
to be conducted to determine the appropriate C&G configuration.

-14a combined with the flow-by from the on-grade inlets in 
 intercepted by an on-grade inlet at the southeast corner of 

-by from on-grade inlets in Basins D-15 and D-16 along with 
d by a sump Type R inlet. 

-17. An area inlet intercepts this flow. 

es Basins D-5 and D-6 and the existing storm system from 
ed thru a drainage swale to an area inlet at DP-42a. 

 flow from Basins D-1 and D-2. An existing inlet in 
ow. 

State in the narrative on how this is
conveyed.  Is it via an existing or
proposed channel? Unresolved.
Review 2:  Identify if it's existing
or proposed swale.

n pond (Windmill Gulch Detention Pond #4) was built under 
irkham Michael, which were approved by El Paso County on 
on the west side of Grinnell Blvd provide detention and water 
ment area, as discussed in the Windmill Gulch DBPS and the 
gs 1 and 2. The WQ pond is maintained by the Waterview I 

ings No. and No. 2 was determined to be 2.285 ac-ft. based on 
new imperviousness for Springs at Waterview, the overall 
See below calculations), the volume necessary for the water 
y information shows that the pond has a volume of 3.06 ac-ft., 
ign. The UDFCD SDI spreadsheet has been included in the 
d is in compliance with the current criteria. 

he water quality pond was designed for an area of 89.69 acres 

The number "1" was deleted.

Delineate the spread of the 100yr runoff.
Unresolved.
Review 2:  Show this on both sides for the full length along Grinnel Blvd.  Depending on extent,
additional drainage easements and/or improvements may be required.  

Update the narrative for DP-K (pg 10) by elaborating on the findings/recommendations regarding this
swale.  Per ECM Section 3.3.4 the minimum freeboard shall be 0.5 foot.  Based on the 100yr spread
shown, the existing swale has insufficient capacity.  Revise the design accordingly and update the
DP 42a channel analysis accordingly.
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Review 2: The
construction plans
show a 1.2%
slope.  Revise to
match.
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view Springs
DP 42a 

Inlet Type =

θ = 30.00 degrees

W = 6.00 feet

L = 3.00 feet
ARATIO = 0.70

HB = 1.50 feet

Cf = 0.38

CDOT TYPE D (Parallel)

Review 2: This has been revised to
a manhole grate.  Update the inlet
accordingly.  The Type D grate has
a greater opening than a manhole
grate.
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Review 2: The
construction plans
show a 1% slope. 
Revise to match.

ccothern
Text Box
Construction Drawings modified to match report.  C&G Stays as is

ccothern
Text Box
The swale from the Bradley Rd. Storm discharge is exisitng; it will be modified as part of the grading so the word proposed was added

ccothern
Text Box
The no. 1 was added back in.

ccothern
Text Box
Revised to 1.2%

ccothern
Text Box
Calculations revised to reflect Manhole grate

ccothern
Text Box
Revised

ccothern
Text Box
Extent of 100-year flooding is shown and remains in the Grinnell Boulevard r.o.w.  Narrative revised to describe.  Design carries flow.



Subject: Callout
Page Label: 81
Lock: Locked
Author: dsdlaforce

Review 2: This has been revised to a manhole
grate.  Update the inlet accordingly.  The Type D
grate has a greater opening than a manhole grate.

RASS-LINED CHANNEL

let Type =

θ = 30.00 degrees

W = 6.00 feet

L = 3.00 feet

CDOT TYPE D (Parallel)

Review 2: This has been revised to
a manhole grate.  Update the inlet
accordingly.  The Type D grate has
a greater opening than a manhole
grate.

ccothern
Text Box
Revised to reflect Manhole grate
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